UNCLAS SETEN 11-12-10.
FOR DORQ AT IAC: COMMANDING GENERAL AT USAMC: OCRD AT D/A;
SPECIAL PROJECT OFFICE AT USCG: CSXPDA AT AFSC: ASQE/
MAJ REIERSON AT APQC: EMAB/MR EARNERIO AT RADC: ACOR AT
ACIC: SUBJECT: LORAN D ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM.
REFERENCE LTR AFRDDE. REQUEST YOU FURNISH REPRESENTATIVE TO
DISCUSS AND COORDINATE PROPOSED LORAN D TECHNICAL DEVELOP-
MENT PLAN AT SEC/SETEN (MR. FRANKLIN, EXT 36202) ON 17 DEC 1963.
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Electronics did answer with
names of reps.